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Shriveena is an associate in the family team.
Shriveena’s practice encompasses advising and acting for clients in all aspects of matrimonial law, with a speci c emphasis on complex crossjurisdictional divorces. She has represented clients at all levels in the Singapore Courts in matrimonial disputes regarding jurisdiction, international
child relocation, custody, care and control of children, maintenance and complex nancial division. She also regularly advises clients on pre, and post
nuptial agreements.
Aside from her experience in matrimonial law, Shriveena has considerable experience in commercial litigation. This exposure has equipped her with a
keen eye to detail, and a wealth of experience dealing with complex cross-border issues relating to trusts, shareholders’ disputes, property disputes,
and insolvency.
Shriveena is dedicated to working with her clients to offer them pragmatic and sound solutions. While she enjoys advocating for her clients’ interests
in Court, she also enjoys helping her clients reach out-of-Court solutions with their best interests at heart.
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TRACK RECORD
Acted for and successfully defended a high net-worth individual in a S$3,500,000/- trusts dispute in the decision and subsequent appeal arising
from Lim Ah Leh v Heng Fock Lin [2018] SGHC 156

Acted for and successfully defended a high net-worth individual and a company incorporated in the British Virgin Islands in a property dispute
regarding the ownership of a USD7,900,000/- luxury Thai villa in the Singapore International Commercial Court decision of Lew, Solomon v
Kaikhushru Shiavax Nargolwala and others [2020] 3 SLR 61

Acted for a corporate entity in a successful appeal to the Court of Appeal regarding a contractual dispute arising from a sub-dealership
agreement in the decision of Benzline Auto Pte Ltd v Supercars Lorinser Pte Ltd and another [2018] 1 SLR 239

Acted for high net worth-individuals in a S$1,000,00/0/- dispute regarding a fraudulent investment scheme in the decision of Liu Yanzhe and
another v Tan Eu Jin and others [2019] SGHC 67
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